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Pop Up Peekaboo Things That Go
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the farm, in this
lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love joining in with the story as
they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under flaps will entertain children again and again.
This fun-filled picture book has rhymes to read about our giant prehistoric friends and five big dinosaur pop-ups which jump out from the pages!
Pop-Up Peekaboo! Things That GoPop-up Peekaboo!
Rhyming text gives clues to where a variety of hidden vehicles may be found.
Follow a caterpillar's journey through life from a tiny egg to a beautiful butterfly. Watch a butterfly grow! Babies and toddlers will love lifting the big flaps to find five peekaboo surprises pop up
from the pages showing the different stages of a butterfly's life cycle: eggs on a leaf, caterpillars hatching, a cozy chrysalis, a butterfly emerging, and eggs being laid all over again. Vocabulary
about habitats and animal life are carefully woven throughout the book, making this book a fun and easy introduction to the topic of life cycles and the different stages of a butterfly's life. The
lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning, while the surprise pop-up scenes will delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have
fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each flap, and then lifting the flaps to reveal the animals and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play, Pop-up
Peekaboo! Butterfly will appeal to both carers and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
A Halloween pop-up book with flaps and friendly pop-up surprises to engage toddlers and help them join in the holiday fun through hands-on learning. Little ones can help find Little Black Cat
and her friends hiding under the flaps with Pop-up Peekaboo Pumpkin, a playful Halloween pop-up book that has fun rhymes, five large flaps, and five friendly pop-up surprises that toddlers
will love to discover again and again. While the flaps promote hands-on learning, the simple rhyming text encourages little ones to use their imagination and guess which friendly Halloween
character is hiding next. As they lift the flaps to find out, they will surely be delighted and say, "Peeka... BOO!" Series Overview: With a pop-up surprise under every flap, the books in DK's Popup Peekaboo series help develop memory and imagination, and encourage hands-on play. Children and parents will enjoy the rhyming text and hide-and-seek surprises over and over again
and meet lots of new characters along the way.
Readers must help characters discover who is hiding beneath each page's flaps.
Meet the colourful unicorns as they explore a magical kingdom in this cute baby board book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. Join Moonbeam the purple unicorn as she searches for a
friend in the enchanted forest and Sunshine the yellow unicorn as she discovers a secret castle. Which unicorn is hiding behind the colourful rainbow? Lift the flap to see!A magical addition to
the best-selling Pop-up Peekaboo series, this read-aloud children's book encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colours and adorable characters. Both parent and child will have
fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps, and playing peekaboo. The perfect gift for preschoolers, this book is certain to make them giggle in delight! This sturdy baby book is ideal for preschool
play and will keep toddlers entertained time and time again.
Find out who's sending Sheep presents in this cute baby book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This read-aloud children's book encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colourful scenes and
adorable cuddly characters. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps to play peekaboo, and guessing who's sending the surprises. Pop-Up Peekaboo I
Love You!is the perfect gift for Valentine's day, birthdays, and other special occasions, and is certain to make toddlers smile! Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and
children and will keep little ones entertained time and time again.
When Stripy Cat loses his friends, he looks for them in Puppy's doghouse, Bunny's carrot patch, and Froggy's bucket.
Welcome to the work zone! "My Best Pop-Up Construction Site Book" is a large format sturdy, noisy board book that takes young readers on a pop-up surprise journey through a construction site filled with
diggers, cranes, bulldozers, dump trucks, and more. Press the button after each page to hear a building site sound. With age-appropriate text and clearly labeled photography, "My Best Pop-up Construction
Site Book" incorporates play and fun into hands-on learning.
Toddlers and babies will giggle in delight as Sophie la girafe finds birthday surprises and her playful friends hiding in this bright and fun ebook Join in the fun and celebrate Sophie's birthday with this beautiful
peekaboo ebook for babies and toddlers. Sophie la girafe Pop-up Peekaboo Happy Birthday is ideal for fans who use the Sophie toy when teething and makes a great early learning toddler gift, especially for
birthdays! Perfect for reading aloud at bedtime this peekaboo ebook is just the right size for your toddler's little hands to hold and encourages first words and early learning too. Surprises encourage memory
skills and fine motor skills, while the fun rhymes foster language and early reading skills. Your little one will love the bright images, interactive elements and playful characters - perfect for toddlers' early
learning and development.
Rhyming text gives clues to where a variety of hidden vehicles may be found. On board pages.
Lift the flaps to find hidden pop-ups illustrating things on the farm.
Rhyming text gives clues to where a playful dog is hiding from his friends.
Readers will delight in this retelling of the classic story of Neverland, pirates, and flying. Robert Sabuda's elegant text and paper engineering give new life to favorite charcters like Tinkerbell, Wendy, Michael,
and John, and, of course, Peter Pan. Sabuda's beautiful pop-ups are further complemented by full color illustrations that pull readers even deeper into the magical world that is Neverland.

A pop-up surprise under every flap! Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful baby book to meet adorable dinosaurs. With the help of parents or caregivers, toddlers will
have fun turning the pages and lifting the flaps to play peekaboo. Each surprise character is certain to make toddlers smile! The text is written in simple rhymes to support
children's language development. Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children. This exciting read-aloud baby book will keep little ones
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entertained time and time again!
Can Car find out where a rumbling sound is coming from? With exciting pop-ups to discover in every scene, this playful book is packed with surprises!
Take your toddler on a rain forest adventure and find the adorable baby animals in this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This colorful pop-up peekaboo
book follows animal parents and their babies as they play hide-and-seek in the rain forest. Babies and toddlers can lift big flaps and see peekaboo surprises pop up from the
pages: a naughty baby monkey swinging from a tree, a lively baby tree frog leaping through the leaves, a baby elephant who loves to splish splash in the lake, and a sleepy baby
sloth hanging upside down from the branches of his tree. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning, while the surprise pop-up rain forest scenes will
delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each flap, and
then lifting the flaps to reveal the baby animal characters and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Baby Animals will appeal to both parents and
children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Matthew Reinhart's phenomenal paper engineering, as evidenced in Cinderella and The Jungle Book, brings an added dimension --literally-- to the classic telling of childhood's
most treasured nursery rhymes. Featuring classic rhymes such as "Mary had a Little Lamb" and "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star," readers can experience these timeless verses like
never before. This special collector's edition comes complete with a specially designed, cloth-covered cover that also includes an additional pop. Each of the 250 copies in
existence has been signed and numbered by Matthew Reinhart.
A pop-up surprise under every flap! Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful baby book to meet Diving Dolphin, Stripy Fish, and other exciting sea creatures waiting to
pop out at you! This exciting baby book encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colorful underwater scenes and characters. With the help of parents or caregivers,
toddlers will have fun turning the pages and lifting the flaps to play peekaboo. Each surprise character is certain to make toddlers smile! The text is written in simple rhymes to
support children's language development. Ideal for preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children. This exciting read-aloud baby book will keep
little ones entertained time and time again!
Find out who's sending Sheep presents in this cute baby book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This read-aloud children's book encourages first learning by introducing little
ones to colorful scenes and adorable cuddly characters. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the pages, lifting the flaps to play peekaboo, and
guessing who's sending the surprises. This book is the perfect gift for Valentine's day, birthdays, and other special occasions, and is certain to make toddlers smile! Ideal for
preschool play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Take an intergalactic and interactive ride with Pop Up Peekaboo! Space... Fly to the Moon with your little one in this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This
imaginative pop-up peekaboo picture book follows two little astronauts, Daisy and Danny, who are rocketing into space, past the stars and planets, and heading for their first
Moon landing. Babies and toddlers can lift the flaps and see surprises pop up from every page. From the space rocket launching, to a funny alien spaceship, finishing with Daisy,
Danny, and their robot landing on the Moon, and planting a flag with a friendly message from Planet Earth. The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage literacy and early learning,
while the pop-up space scenes hold the attention of curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages,
guessing what's hiding under each flap, and then lifting the flaps to find the space characters and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play, Pop-up Peekaboo! Space
will appeal to both parents and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
Who's lying in the yellow grass with peeking, watchful eyes? It's Lion who's about to pounce, to little Snake's surprise! Lift the flaps to discover which snippy-snappy jungle
animals are popping off the pages!
Along summer beaches, shells beckon with their timeless beauty and wonder. They provide protection for many ocean animals, populate colorful coral reefs, and sometimes
surprise with a pearl inside! Fabulous interactive features and fun facts abound in this unique summertime pop-up book.
"Lot's of amazing trains are inside!" -- Cover.
Read Pop-up Peekaboo! Colours with your baby for a bundle of bright surprisesYour baby will love the bright photographs and 5 fun pop-out surprises from Pop-up Peekaboo!
Colour. Four toys have different favourite colours, and each one is looking for their friend. Teddy is searching for Yellow Ducky, who pops out of a yellow watering can. But where
is Rabbit's friend, Blue Dragonfly, hiding? Open Pop-up Peekaboo! Colours to find out. Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition, your baby will love the
new pop-outs in this award-winning series. Pop-up Peekaboo! Colours is also great for developing imagination, early-thinking and memory skills.
With touch and feel patches and sparkly areas to explore, this baby dinosaur board book encourages early learning, and is just right for sharing with your little one. Inside, on 12
sturdy pages, you meet engaging baby dinosaurs hatching, hiding, playing, and sleeping, from long-necked Diplodocus with leathery skin, to baby T. rex with twinkly teeth, and
bumpy, plated baby Stegosaurus. The delightful baby dinosaurs are unique, full of character, entertaining, and immediately appealing, and every page of Baby Touch and Feel
Baby Dinosaurhas tantalizing texture or an eye-catching shiny area to expand a baby's senses. Easy for very young children to follow, there's one main picture per page to focus
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on that's clear and life-like, which help a young child's identification skills. The short, fun text is great for reading aloud and building language. All the dinosaurs are also labelled,
with helpful pronunciation guides for their names. This small padded book is perfect for little hands to hold. Babies and toddlers will love turning the tough board pages
themselves, which develops their fine motor skills. Part of DK's popular Baby Touch and Feelseries, this exciting preschool dinosaur book with its super sparkly jacket makes an
ideal baby gift. Age Range- 0-5 years
Have fun at the farm with tractors and farm animals in this lift-the-flap and pop-up board book for babies... Both children and parents will enjoy playing hide and seek to discover
cuddly and exciting characters: Farmer Fred is looking for his big, red tractor; Scarecrow is waiting for the big combine harvester; and Jim Farm Cat is up to mischief in the yellow
tractor. This early learning lift-the-flap book is ideal for preschool and hands-on play. Rhyming text encourages early word recognition, and the colorful pop-up peekaboo
surprises help develop imagination and memory skills. This sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and will keep little ones entertained again and again!
Play hide and seek and find lots of cuddly dogs in this cute children's pop-up book... Ducky, Froggy and the gang are looking for their pet pooches, and they're all hiding behind
the pop-up flaps. Splashy Dog is hiding in a bucket, Speedy Dog is behind the flowers and see if you can find Peepo Pup in a wheelbarrow. But where is Jumping Spot? Is she
behind the colourful bricks? Open Pop-up Peekaboo! Puppies to find out. This read-aloud book for toddlers encourages first learning by introducing little ones to colourful scenes,
adorable characters, and 5 pop-out surprises. Perfect for reading aloud and developing early word recognition, imagination, early-thinking and memory skills, your toddler will
love the puppy-themed pop-outs in this highly popular series. Enjoy hours and hours of hide-and-seek surprises with Pop-up Peekaboo! Puppies!
Discover all the things that 'Go' with Baby Sparkle, ideal for early learning, introducing simple rhymes and fun vehicle noisesDrive a noisy train, jump aboard a little boat and ride
inside a rumbly truck in Baby Sparkle Things That Go,the ideal first board book for your baby. Read along with your little one to introduce boats, trains, trucks and more things
that go. With crystal-clear photos, read-aloud text and an extra special twinkle on every page, Baby Sparkle Things That Go engages young babies with sing-song rhymes and
bright, colourful pages.
Share a love of reading with your child with this fun-filled book about first words. This interactive book features bold pop-ups that make pictures jump from the pages when the
flaps are lifted. With fun surprises on every page, Pop-Up Peekaboo: First Words enhances the reading experience and builds an early learning foundation. As young children
explore the spreads, they will learn to recognize, name, and describe the pictures they see.
Introduce your baby to wild animals with touch and feel textures Get to know how wild animals feel with Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! Let them touch and learn about wild
animal mums and babies with a hairy lion and her cubs, a gorilla with a textured face and a fuzzy baby gorilla, and a polar bear in twinkly snow with a fluffy bear cub! Encourage
your baby to learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and patterns as they turn each page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and
naming of objects while the textured format promotes sensory learning. This chunky package is perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds to develop.
Sturdy pages with rounded corners means Baby Touch and Feel Roar! Roar! will provide hours of enjoyment.
Which vehicles work on construction sites? What types of vessels travel across oceans? Which ones take us up in the air? Children can find out the answers to these questions
and more in this accessible and interactive guide. The multilayered 3-D scenes leap off every page, allowing young readers to explore the world of vehicles in a unique way. * 10
big multilayered pop-ups, one on every spread! * Descriptive text and labeled illustrations for quick and easy learning * Built-in elastic bands that allow readers to display their
favorite scenes on a bookcase or desk * Sturdy construction that's perfect for at-home or on-the-go Fans of the Pop-Up Guide(tm): Vehicles will also enjoy the other book in the
series, Space. * Great family and classroom read-aloud * Books for children aged 3 to 5 * Books for preschool and kindergarten children
Take your toddler on a frozen adventure in this lift-the-flap baby book with pictures that pop off the page! This wintry pop-up peekaboo book follows Polly and her penguin pals as
they play hide-and-seek. Babies and toddlers can lift big flaps and see peekaboo surprises pop up from the pages: a playful penguin hiding in the snow, a happy fish splishsplashing in the water, cozy penguins huddling together, a beautiful bird flapping its wings, and a funny seal hiding behind a big rock! The lively, read-aloud rhymes encourage
literacy and early learning, while the surprise pop-up scenes will delight curious preschoolers. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the sturdy
board book pages, guessing what's hiding under each flap, and then lifting the flaps to reveal the adorable winter animals and play peekaboo! Ideal for interactive preschool play,
Pop-up Peekaboo! Penguin will appeal to both parents and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Alfie and Bet are off on a quest to discover the letter they like the best ... and they just can't seem to agree!With colorful characters, pop-ups on every page and tons of alliterative
enthusiasm, this is an adventure readers won't soon forget! (And they'll learn their letters, too!)
Take your preschooler on an exciting journey through space in this cute baby board book with flaps to lift and pop-ups to enjoy. This book introduces space, to babies, while
encouraging first learning through lively, read-aloud rhymes, as well as fun and colorful space scenes. With the help of parents and caregivers, toddlers will have fun turning the
pages, guessing who's hiding under the flaps and then lifting the flaps to play peekaboo! They will learn all about space, astronauts, stars, planets, and more! Ideal for preschool
play, this sturdy baby book will appeal to both parents and children and is certain to keep little ones entertained time and time again!
Play Pop-up Peekaboo! Playtime with your baby for a feast of new surprises. With 5 touch and feel surprises, your baby will love the bright photographs and pop-out playtime
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surprises. Watch as teddy pops out of a shelf full of toys and a train pops out of a busy station. Read together and lift the flaps to reveal your baby's favourite toys popping out
from the page. Perfect for reading aloud and encouraging early word recognition, your baby will love the new pop-outs in this award-winning series. Great for developing
imagination, early-thinking and memory skills.
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